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Abstract :     sun has its own magnetic field and earth too has its  own magnetic field and earth’s 

magnetic field react with sun’s magnetic field and that’s why as an electric motor’s rotor, earth move 

around itself. (see the figure No.1&1.5)
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Description :

A)        The tide and ebb tide (The Orbit).                                                                                                    

1)  While moving through the channel of sun’s magnetic field earth strikes sun’s magnetic 

channel’s one wall to another wall. That’s why earth come near and goes far from the sun (See Figure 

No.1.2). The same process occurred between earth and moon (See Figure No.1.3). That’s why we see, 

rise and fall in level of the sea (tide and ebb tide) by the attraction of the moon and sun.  The same 

process would have being occurred between sun and black hole.

            2)  The planets of Sun (e.i. Earth, Venus, Mars) has there own orbit but it is controlled by The Sun 

and make them move around it (See figure No.1.1, & 1.2).  It makes clear that the sun and planets of sun 

interact with each other because of magnetic field /gravity.  If they would have not been controlled by 
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sun’s magnetic field, the planets'  orbit would have been miss-matched with sun’s magnetic field and go 

out from sun’s control  . 

            3)  All planets’ orbit would have been trying to change by themselves but later come again on old 

path (orbit) because of sun magnetic channel’s wall, the same way The sun’s spinning and orbit is 

controlled by black whole (by some other big magnetic field).    

          4)  The sun is near about 3,30,000 times bigger than The Earth. Then imagine the sun is a motor 

and earth is a rotor, so it is not hard to sun to make earth spin ?  (See Figure No.1.4)

B)   Round of gravity.

B 1)   Mars and Venus’s figure is round. It proves that there should be gravity (magnetic field). As water

on earth  get  shape of  earth  (e.i.  Figure  of  sea  is  round)  because  of  gravity,  same way the  matter

(material) of Mars and Venus got round figure because of Mars or Venus’s gravitational force. If there is

gravity means magnetic element is present there and whatever be magnetic element is there, it should

react with the sun’s magnetic field. as the two magnet react with each other, Otherwise both planets

would have not  round figure, spinning as well as moving around the sun in particular orbit decided by

Sun’s magnetic channel. (See figure No.1.2)

B 2) Direction of speed.

        If Mars and Venus would have not gravity, as the mud is threw away by speed of spinning ball, the

matter (material) of mars and Venus would have threw away in the space as per the rule of speed (speed

has one direction and many directions speed turn in spinning,  if  there is concord attachment among

spinning matter).  

C)  Orbit of spinning.

       Spinning top movement moves top in particular orbit, Same way earth's moving around itself, moves

earth in orbit which go through the channel of the sun’s magnetic field. Means sun’s magnetic channel

moves earth around itself as well as control it’s orbit with the help of wall of the magnetic channel.

D)    Speed of spinning  .

  1:  The matter of the planet and the distance from the sun decide the speed of planet’s spinning. On

earth there is plenty of iron which play effective role in spinning.  

  2:  The rays of Sunlight interact with atmosphere of earth and produce electromagnetic and statical

power which react  with  the sun’s magnetic field,  because of  earth’s magnetic element it  prove more

effective, means rays of sunlight also play important role to spin the earth and speed of spinning.
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E)    Acceptance of the Scientist. 

        Many scientists has accepted that The planets of Sun (e.i. Earth, Venus, Mars) move around the sun

in particular orbit because of sun’s magnetic field and also has accepted that earth has its own magnetic

field. It means earth move through The Sun’s magnetic area then why it is not possible as spinning of

electric  motor’s  rotor  because  of  inter-action  between  two  magnetic  fields,  earth  spin  because  of

interaction between earth and sun’s magnetic field. (See Ref. No.8)  

conclusion :  if  star and planets are round in figure means they have magnetic element and there

magnetic element react with each other by many ways if they come in contact with each other, as earth

move around itself as well as move around the sun in perticular orbit because of interaction between

earth's magnetic field with sun's magnetic field.
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